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I seen people hit the club and ask the bartender for one
of those shiny ass
Drinks. 
It's like livin' the good life so they stay sippin' on one of
those shiny
Ass drinks.
Spendin' their money so frivoulously on one of those
shiny ass drinks.
People in the struggle can wait 'til tomorrow ? You just
live it up like
There is no tomorrow

There's poverty and unemployment on the news
While you're sippin' Hypnotiq in your fly Gucci shoes
Addicts on crack straight losin' their minds
As far as you're concerned it's outta sight/outta mind
Genocide continues 'till this very day
But you love Busta Rhymes so pass the Couvoisier
You love to say ? Hey
You love to say ? Ho
While you folks are sniffin' cocaine right up their nose
Cuz when you get dough ? you get a better brand of
blow
Went from po' house to bein' on a pimp stroll
Forget about your fellow man ? you got a better plan
Makin' lots of money so that makes you a better man?
I've been known to have a couple of those
But the plight of mankind is paramount in mine
So I'mma rhyme 'till I fill my own casket 
I don't want the world to go to hell in a hand basket

When you hit the club I know what you're out for one of
those shiny ass
Drinks
Gonna spot a freak and chat her ass up over one of
those shiny ass drinks
You're feelin' good so you don't care about nobody
else with one of those
Shiny ass drinks
Martini's - margaritas - mojito's ? The rest of the world
can get the heave
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